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Step 1
Gather Materials:
1) Frame
2) Shield

Step 2
Hold the Frame with the word “top” facing upwards.
Pick up the Shield and make sure the “F” imprinted on the shield is FACING YOU.

Step 3
Insert the Middle-Top Hole of the Shield into the Middle-Top Hook on the Frame and snap into 
place.
Note: There are two holes in the middle and both can be used. However, the standard position is to 
use the Middle Top Hole. The Middle Bottom Hole gives the user a more obtruding shield.

Step 4
Holding the Frame in one hand (which now has the shield snapped only in the middle hole), 
place your thumb of your opposite hand right below one of the slots of the shield on either side. 
Using your thumb, gently pull and slightly bend the shield into the slot on the frame following the 
contour of the frame. Then, continue gently pulling the shield, so that the hook on that side of the 
frame snaps into the hole.

Step 5
Finally, change hands that you were using to hold the Frame and grab it in the middle. Then, place 
your thumb using your opposite hand right below the other slot of the shield. Using your thumb, 
gently pull and slightly bend the shield into the slot on the frame following the contour of the 
frame. Then, continue gently pulling the shield; so that the hook on that side of the frame snaps 
into the hole.

Step 6
Now, your Face Shield is fully assembled. Gently pull the frame apart and place on forehead.
Note: The cap of the frame can rest on the lip of the frame or above/below it. It all depends on the 
user’s head size and preference.
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